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Description
This collection contains material pertaining to the life, career, and activities of Henri Temianka, violin virtuoso, conductor, music teacher, and author. Materials include correspondence, concert programs and flyers, music scores, photographs, and books.
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Due to the exact date of the letter being unknown an estimated date has been provided.
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Lieber Telecianka, es wurde leider so brieflich, dass ich versuche, dir ganz in San Carlo, der blauen Oper, bleiben. Aber doch will mir eine Bitte, bitte ist wie der Mond, tiefverborgen. Mein Name ist nicht telecianka Esq, sondern London NW 8, Abercorn Place.
Dear Temianka,

It is frightfully beautiful here. I wish I could stay here altogether in San Carlo, the most beautiful opera. But nonetheless I will come back to London in March.

Cordially,

Stefan Zweig